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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this learning lab on lasers, your instructor today is ______________________. We will be going over the lasers today in brief detail, but more importantly we will be going over the following items: noting safety and fire hazards when working with lasers, what equipment do we have? Software in the Mac Lab like Adobe Illustrator is FREE to use and available to the public. There are some serious health risks involved with lasers and cutting the wrong materials can result in very dangerous gasses like Cyanide and Chlorine—and in a space this size that is a formula for danger. While we will go over how to set up a file and get your laser project going, more so we are sharing resources with you and introducing you to the machines and processes—it’s up to you whether you use those tools. Staff time is limited to assist you with your file or equipment use. And be advised, if you struggle with using the equipment we may ask that you attend another learning lab—for some of us it will not be one and done. We all learn these things at different paces. 

https://www.patentlitigation.ch/synova-and-avonisys-litigating-over-water-jet-guided-laser-technology/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


But first…

Fabrication and Robotics Lab 
page

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You all should have watched the online orientation and completed the safety quiz by now and if you have NOT, be reminded that is required before booking the equipment so head to the website and take care of that ASAP if you haven’t. Once you do that and you complete this learning lab successfully, you may then go to the website and reserve your time on the equipment. PLEASE read the details on those reservation pages as you reserve your equipment time and please arrive on time to your reservation. If you feel you need to attend another learning lab, then feel free. After this learning lab, If you feel you can comfortably navigate the lasers, and just as importantly the resources we’re providing here, then you can collect your badge (digital and associated with your library card) at the front desk after this. Let’s head to the Fab Lab webpage and have a look at the information there. Link in slide.

https://www.faylib.org/innovation-10978/location/faylib#frl
https://www.faylib.org/innovation-10978/location/faylib#frl


What do we have here?

• 40 watts
• 12”x24” print area
• Epilog job manager
• Rotary attachment
• Fume extraction!!

• Usually turned to 
50 but higher for 
acrylic

• 45 watts
• Glowforge app
• 19.5”x forever with 

pass through 
• Add cut lines in app
• Camera placement
• Fume extraction!!

Always clean up after yourself: clean debris tray, put away 
materials, turn off machines, and clean up workspace.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Show them each laser. Point out fume extractors. Each of the lasers have pros and cons. The epilog is a little more industrial and has a deeper build area where the glowforge is more user friendly and has the passthrough option—if we can ever get it to work. They both can cut and engrave the same materials but for the epilog you’ll have to enter your own settings. We have to tell the machines what POWER and SPEED we need the laser to run at depending on the material and design. The epilog also has a rotary attachment that allows us to engrave cylindrical items like glasses and bottles while the glowforge has a camera that allows you to set up your design with ease. So they both have something to offer. Let me show you how to clean the trays when you’re done cutting—this isn’t necessary with engraving only as it will not produce waste---now show them how to empty the crumb trays. Show them how to turn on the fume extractors and where the power buttons are located. 

https://app.glowforge.com/


Getting started with the Epilog Zing 24

Resources are your friend!!

• Fayetteville Public Library website

• Center for Innovation playlist on YouTube

BEWARE FORBIDDEN MATERIALS!

Pre-plan your CUT lines (.001stroke)

VECTOR=CUT      RASTER=ENGRAVE

Don’t forget the Air-Assist to help suppress 
fires

Look around the room at the information 
being provided!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Watch this video with them and then open Illustrator> CFI bookmarks and show them the difference between a cut line (VECTOR) and engraving (RASTER) in Illustrator. Show them the sign we laser cut located over on the table by the Glowforge that demonstrates RASTER vs VECTOR. Show them where they quick guide is for the Epilog and walk them through a laser set up all together using the guide and go over material settings, power vs speed, where to find this information in the epilog zing manual. Show them how to set up the laser itself>Focus>fume extraction and point out where scrap materials are. You can use some chip board in the laser closet for the examples. 

https://www.faylib.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rvh8tSbCVdI&list=PL-pPwpIl2tqwdGap-nUZS2ZXe30D2kzhW


Getting 
started with 
the Glowforge 
Pro

Step Five Press button on Glowforge once it is glowing

Step Four Press PRINT button in app when your file is ready

Step Three Place material into machine and close lid before 
checking placement via camera in the app

Step Two Select lines for cutting and select material to be used 
in the settings menu

Step One Upload your file into the Glowforge App

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Open Glowforge app using CFI email and password (one we use all the time) and open a new design—bookmark, again? Your choice. The goal here is to show the group how easy it is to use the Glowforge, so it you aren’t familiar yet, then this is a good time to learn together as a group. Print up another project as a sample. Then, jump back into the presentation because the next parts are important!

https://app.glowforge.com/


DANGER!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lasers are dangerous and we cannot stress this enough. The laser can start fires if you don’t focus it, use the wrong materials, use the wrong settings, etc. it has before and it can again, but YOU do not want to be the one banned for starting a fire, folks! The fumes that are emitted during laser cutting can be just as dangerous as the fire with some forbidden materials breaking down into t chlorine gas and cyanide when burned. Show them where the fire extinguisher and fire blankets are located. Show them the first aid kit and eye wash bottles by the sink. 



What if there is a 
fire?



Fumes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Go over these important facts



These things will 
help, please use 
them

HERE

Help Page

Video

Epilog Zing 24 Manual

Safety Orientation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These resources will help them get comfortable with the lasers, use them!!

https://www.faylib.org/innovation-10978/location/faylib#frl
https://support.glowforge.com/hc/en-us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5fMkufq3p4
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https:/www.epiloglaser.com/downloads/pdf/zing_4.22.10.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSA8GrbmJP0


Important 
Takeaways



Ready to start lasering?
Head to the front desk and request your laser badge. 

Need some more time to learn? 
Sign up for another Learning Lab and/or the Maker 
Mingle to learn from peers!

More questions? Email centerforinnovation@faylib.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IF there is time after all of that please answer questions and let them try out some things if they want. 

mailto:centerforinnovation@faylib.org
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